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How to create a stencil for spray paint art          How to create layers using color and acrylic paint 

 

 

 

 

 



Evaluation: 
 
 I created various QR codes (Quick Response codes) through WebQR. And I must say, I am so 

glad to finally learn about QR codes! WebQR is an awesome website where you can scan or 

create QR codes that link to content. A teacher can use QR codes in the classroom to help 

students access content or demonstrate their learning. And it is in a fast and convenient way too. 

QR codes allow students to access photos, links or other data.  What Does ‘Technology 
Integration’ Mean? discusses how tech should be integrated in the classroom for learning as an 

aide. I think QR codes are a perfect example of a successful aide to learning. 

For the art room specifically, a teacher can use QR codes to facilitate learning and aide 

learning techniques in art history and during studio time. Students can use QR codes for 

self-exploration and independent learning. It also allows my classroom to be tech integrative. 

The US Department of Education’s National Education Technology Plan: Section 2: Teaching 
with Technology talks about the overall goal for technology to create a learning experience that 

empowers and inspires students. The website also discusses the goal of technology providing 

more effective teaching for all learners. For example, QR codes allow my students to instantly 

access tutorials on art, providing a faster and more elaborative learning classroom community. 

 A few of my classes are working on choice-based art projects which includes trying out 

different materials and techniques around the classroom. I intend to put my QR Codes all around 

my classroom next to various materials so students can watch tutorials, art history videos, etc. I 

also created some QR codes that I want to directly send to students because it relates to their art 

projects. QR codes makes facilitating my students’ choice projects so much easier. With the 

world’s technology booming, tech can be such a transformative way to help students be 

successful in school. I’m actually really excited about it! Especially when it can simultaneously 

make teachers’ lives better! I also watched the video This Will Revolutionize Education which 

was nice to watch because it validated my position as a teacher by saying that the technology 

doesn’t replace the teacher. I also like how the video says “the job of a teacher is to guide the 

process of learning to inspire and to challenge.” That can be accomplished using QR codes in the 

art classroom.  

 

 


